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Social Science and the Industrial Strategy



Alternative Models



Improving the UK’s productivity is a central feature of the UK’s Industrial 
Strategy. 

Evidence seems to suggest the UK has a long tail of poor performance 
firms, significant spatial variations, significant spatial variation. 

Need to revisit the effectiveness of existing approaches and allocation of 
resources to enhance innovation as well as improve the dynamism and 
overall productivity of the UK economy.

My perspective



Business and management schools 
worldwide should be playing a larger 
role when it comes to innovation

AACSB, 2010



“Business schools, are full 
of expertise that can help 
small businesses to start up 
and grow”

4 April 2014



Three little blogs



Generic or Open?



Grand Challenges & ISCF



Example of ISCF Nxt Gen Services
• The UK is a global leader in 

accountancy, insurance and legal 
services 
• The performance of these sectors 

gives a disproportionate impact on 
the economy
• These sectors face significant 

challenges on a global stage from 
new technology-enabled 
competitors



What Grand Challenge does your school best relate to? How do you feel about the Industrial Strategy for your school?

How well connected is your school around the university? How does place fit with your mission and vision ?



• Scientists have stopped ‘whinging’ about the limited 
public understanding of their disciplines – think STEM
• The world’s problems do not divide up along 

disciplinary boundaries – leading the conversation

A Changing World…





• So… is it either that social scientists: 
a) don’t care / won’t engage
b) haven’t stepped up / can’t change
c) have only recently realized the need to change
d) need to work harder at the joining-up

• Not helped by ‘weak learned societies’ (Bastow et al 2013)

Social science in a changing world



value proposition
a clear statement that. explains how your product 
solves customers' problems or improves their situation 
(relevancy), delivers specific benefits (quantified value), 
tells the ideal customer why they should buy from you 
and not from the competition (unique differentiation).



The Britton Harris Perspective?

The distinction between holistic and partial models, parallels 
distinction between policy-making and academic analysis
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